
150

164

409

101

These brushes fit your hand like a glove
HAND SCRUBS

IRON

PaRtS BRUSH

The all-synthetic iron shaped 
scrub with the open handle can 
be used to scrape off dried-on dirt 
while the pointed end gets into 
hard-to-reach corners for either 
scraping or scrubbing.

Use the thin profile to clean small 
machine parts. All synthetic construction 
is solvent and chemical resistant. All tool 
boxes deserve this brush.

The most versatile brushes you can own
UTILITY SCRUBS

Short or long handle, all-natural or synthetic, these brushes have medium to coarse stiffness 
depending upon fibre fill. Natural fibres work well in high heat applications and the all-synthetic 
brushes offer good chemical and moisture resistance.

UPHOLStERy
The soft tampico 6-inch block 
brush is perfect for scrubbing 
fabrics such as upholstery, or 
tamping carpets.

Pick the best shaped brush for improved ergonomics and efficient scrubbing.

The structure of natural fibre is 
open, meaning it absorbs water 
readily and performs well where 
heat may be present. These all- 
natural materials are also 
biodegradable.

The structure of synthetic fibres is 
closed, meaning it absorbs very little 
water. The synthetic polypropylene 
utility brushes are a wood-free sanitary 
tool. These brushes can be used in the 
food service industry.

Natural Synthetic

NaIL
A plastic nail brush with a closed 
handle is a must-have for 
implementing workplace hygiene 
programs – gets in between the 
nail and finger for the cleanest 
possible hands.

Union fibre in a 9¼-inch peanut 
style hand grip is designed for 
ergonomic comfort when 
aggressive scrubbing is needed.

POINtED

description item pack

9¼ in. pointed union fibre 150
206 in. handle, nylon fibre 164

description item pack

iron hand brush 101 20

nail and finger brush 409 24

description item pack

parts brush 8502 20

item
handle 

[in.] 
action fibre pack

381 20
medium tampico

383 9 10

398 20 coarse union
400 9

item
handle 

[in.] 
action fibre colour pack

838 20
medium

polypropylene
blue

818 9 10

848 20 coarse white
828 9
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Sweep from side to side at arm’s length
COUNTER BRUSHES

Counter brushes are handy in many situations; for general use, our wooden counter 
brushes clear window sills or workbenches of dust and debris. Synthetic blocks are used 
where high humidity is present.

In a food preparation environment, our polypropyl-
ene counter brushes can sweep up flour and crumbs 
from countertops before washing. 

Wood block

Synthetic block

In a dry industrial environment, our wooden handle 
counter brushes can sweep countertops before dust 
has a chance to become grime.

Scrubbing and cleaning around the toilet bowl
WASHROOM ACCESSORIES

Cleaning toilets may not be the most glamourous job, but having the right tools 
means you can get in and get out fast, leaving a clean washroom behind you.

BO
W

L 
BR

U
SH

ES

item description pack
25 turks head (urinal) , polypropylene 10

824 twisted-in-wire, polypropylene 20

924 twisted-in-wire, natural tampico 20

1150 hydro plunger 12

item description pack
823 round bowl brush 20

816 round bowl brush caddy 10

908 acrylan hooded swab 100

906 acrylan swab 100

910 swab caddy 10

description item pack

blend of horsehair 84 10
synthetic horsehair 85

description item pack

white, food service 812 10
blue, food service 814

These brushes are best for cleaning urinals or the 
underside of the toilet rim where it is difficult to clean. 

25 824 924

823 816 908 906 910

The round toilet brush is our most popular medium/
coarse fibre scrub. The acid-resistant swabs are safer to 
use when chemicals are applied because there is no 
“flicking” action. Both styles of swabs are designed to 
release liquid quickly to minimize dripping. 

BO
W

L 
A

CC
ES

SO
RI

ES

These brushes are the best solution for cleaning 
toilet bowls without scratching vitreous china.

Hood slides 

down to help 

protect the 

user.

Designed to 

hold swabs.
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Getting down to scrubbing transportation vehicles
VEHICLE BRUSHES

These brushes are designed to scrub with a commercial-grade, spray-on soap. Industrial vehicles 
that use an acid wash should consider our acid-resistant brushes for better durability.

DEtaIL WaSH

aCID WaSH – DEtaIL

aCID WaSH – vEHICLE

Cement trucks and mining vehicles are the biggest, most difficult 
industrial vehicles to clean. AG professional acid brushes are resistant to 
caustic or alkaline washes and have a medium bristle for enhanced 
scrubbing action without causing damage to painted surfaces. The 20- 
inch handle gets into wheel wells and other tight spots. 

These detail brushes have the 
softest touch possible. The 20-inch 
handle gives extra reach to clean 
intricate areas such as grills, 
bumpers and wheel wells.

The 10-inch brush is perfect for cleaning larger 
areas on industrial vehicles and equipment such 
as cement chutes. Order handle or flow-through 
nozzles separately.

From muscle cars to off-road trucks
VEHICLE BRUSHES

Dedicated wash brushes ensure your vehicle’s dirt and grime are removed while maintaining the 
manufacturer’s original shine. So, go ahead, get dirty. Always use these brushes with a commer-
cial grade foaming soap, flow-through nozzle and a pre-rinse for scratch-free performance.

PROfESSIONaL BUMPER

PROfESSIONaL OvaL
A nine-inch oval block, filled with 
plush nylon fibre that is extremely 
gentle on delicate automotive 
surfaces.  A soft vinyl bumper 
around the edge of the block also 
helps protect the paint.

A 10-inch wide oval block with 
protective vinyl bumper is filled 
with soft, synthetic horsehair fibre.  
This brush makes an excellent 
foaming brush for use in car 
washes. 

PROfESSIONaL DUaL aNgLE
The 10-inch, dual-level brush with 
Nylon bristles makes cleaning all 
surfaces of a tractor trailer easy –  
even the roof.

description item pack

horsehair blend 352 10

description item pack

nylon 355 6

description item pack

nylon 5314 6

description item pack

20-in. handle, nylon fibre 387
69-in. handle, nylon fibre 386

description item pack

20-in. handle, medium scrub 388 6

description item pack

10-in. soft/medium brush 315 10

1.2 Brushes 1.2 Brushes
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Pre-clean window grime with brushes
WINDOW BRUSHES

Our window brushes have the finest, softest fibres available. The synthetic horsehair brushes 
have fine, crimped fibres to hold more water. Tampico offers good heat resistance and absorbs 
and releases solution well in an industrial appplication.

5316

303 318

316305

synthetic fibre in. item pack

dual angle, green nylon 10 5316 6

round, green poly 5 303

10
bumper, green poly 10 318

rectangular, horsehair blend 10 316

round, horsehair blend 5 305

Synthetic brushes clean heavy soil off glass because they flood the 
surface, suspending grit within the surfactants and water, protecting the 
window’s surface. Natural tampico holds more water. Use for aggressive 
cleaning on dirty windows.

natural fibre in. item pack

round tampico 5 302
10rectangular tampico 10 317

302

317

The right handle extends your reach
HANDLES

Each style of brush requires a specific 
handle for it to function well. 

# item size [in.] use on... material pack

A

2514 54 x 15/16
taper: use on 

window & vehicle 
brushes

wood 10
2515 72 x 15/16

2516 96 x 11/8

2465 60 x 1

WOOD taPERED – WINDOW

A

# item size [in.] use on... material pack

B
52506 54 x 11/8 taper: use on deck & 

masonry brushes
wood 25

52513 60 x 11/8

WOOD taPERED – DECK & MaSONRy

B

# item size [in.] tip material pack

C
52504 54 x 15/16

acme wood 25
52509 60 x 15/16

WOOD – aCME tHREaD

C

# item max [ft.] tip material pack

D

36708 8

3 section, acme
aluminum 6

36712 12

36718 18

36724 24 4 section, acme

aLUMINUM – ExtENSION POLE

D

# item size [in.] tip material pack

E 353 60 metal, acme steel 12

fLOW-tHROUgH – NOzzLE

E
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